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The Structure of Noun Modification in 
Taiwanese Southern Min
!" MARIJN DE WOLFF #

ABSTRACT

!e present article is essentially an edited chapter of my MA thesis – a cross-linguistic study 
of the structure of noun modi"cation in the various Chinese dialects . Its main goal is to 
draw up an overview of the structure of noun modi"cation across Chinese dialects. I have 
focused on one variety for each of the seven main dialect groups of Chinese (Mandarin, Wu, 
Gan, Xiang, Hakka, Min, and Cantonese). In this article I showcase my "ndings with 
regard to Taiwanese Southern Min. I conclude that noun modi"cation in Southern Min 
generally goes along the same lines as Mandarin.

INTRODUCTION

I use the term noun modi$cation to refer to the accompanying of a noun 
by an element that is typically not required by it (Matthews 2007: 248). %e 
accompanying element (the dependent) provides more detailed information 
about the noun (the head) it is linked to. Consider the following example 
from Dutch:

(1) de  grote  hond
  the  big  dog
  ‘the big dog’

In (1) the adjective grote ‘big’ modi$es the noun hond ‘dog’ as it gives more 
information on the dog in question. %us, adjectives can be modi$ers. 
1 Marijn de Wol& has ust $nished his MA thesis “%e Structure of Noun Modi$cation across 
Chinese Dialects”. 
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However, modi$ers are not limited to the category of adjectives. %ey come 
in all shapes and sizes as will become clear below. %ey may also be called 
attributives.
 In Chinese, noun modi$cation often involves an element that I, 
following Cheng and Sybesma (2009), refer to as the modi$cation marker. 
In Mandarin, this marker is pronounced de. %e modi$cation marker is 
subject to much debate in Chinese linguistic circles. As such, it has been 
called many names of which “linking particle” (Matthews and Yip 1994), 
“complementizer” (Cheng 1986), and “semantic type lowerer” (Huang 2006) 
are but a few. %is lack of consensus is the result of the di'culties that 
researchers face when trying to pin down what it is that this element does. A 
cross-linguistic approach might help shed new light on this problem. 
 As mentioned above, this thesis aims to map the syntactic structures 
that the various Chinese dialects employ in noun modi$cation. Chao Yuen 
Ren (1928: 118) generalises that the syntax of the Chinese dialects is more 
or less the same across all dialects. In my thesis I put this claim to the test 
– for noun modi$cation at least. Let me start o& by giving an interesting 
comparison between Mandarin and Cantonese. In Mandarin one can say: 

(2) nı̌  de  sh(
  2s  MM  book
  ‘your book’

And in Cantonese the following parallel construction exists:

(3) nei5 ge3    syu1     
  2s  MM  book
  ‘your book’

(Cheng and Sybesma 2009: 6)

Examples such as (1) and (2) might lead one to believe that modi$cation 
constructions can be analysed in exactly the same way across all Chinese 
dialects. However, in colloquial Cantonese speech the modi$cation marker 
is dispreferred (Matthews and Yip 1996: 108). %e following would be more 
natural:
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(4) nei5  bun2  syu1      
  2s  CL  book
  ‘your book’

(Cheng and Sybesma 2009: 6)

%is construction is by no means legitimate in Mandarin:

(5) *nı̌  b)n  sh(
   2s  CL  book
  intended: ‘your book’

%us, these examples from Mandarin and Cantonese teach us that we should 
be cautious in making statements about the uniformity of syntax across 
Chinese languages. Cheng and Sybesma (2009) have begun to analyse 
modi$cation data from Mandarin and Cantonese. Sio (2006) has done so 
for the Wenzhou dialect as well. In this article I investigate the modi$cation 
structures of Southern Min. 

METHODOLOGY

In this article I discuss the (un)grammaticality of di&erent modi$er-head 
combinations in Southern Min. I employ a categorical approach as syntactical 
di&erences across categories may well exist. In order to make this study feasible, 
I have narrowed down my scope in two ways. As the basis of my research I 
use the list of noun modi$ers that Cheng and Sybesma (2009: 11-12) employ 
in their article. Accordingly, on the modi$er-side of the story I limit myself 
to the following seven categories: simplex adjectives (SA), complex adjectives 
(CA), nominal modi$ers (NM), relative clauses (RC), gapless relative clauses 
(GRC), prepositional phrases (PP), and non-predicative modi$ers (NPM). 
SAs are the only type of simplex modi$ers, the other six categories all belong 
to the complex kind. %e categories will be individually introduced further 
along.
 On the other hand, on the head-side, I have only looked at both “bare 
nouns” and demonstrative phrases. I also refer to bare nouns as simplex heads 
and to demonstrative phrases as complex heads. %e following two Mandarin 
phrases exemplify these two respective heads. %e bare noun head in (6) and 
the demonstrative phrase head in (7) are marked in boldface.
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(6) h)n  bàng  de  zúqiúduì
  very  great  MM  football.team
  ‘awesome football team’

(7) h)n  bàng  de  neì-ge       zúqiúduì
  very  great  MM  that-CL     football.team
  ‘that awesome football team’

Cheng and Sybesma (2009: 13) explain that the factors that determine 
the distribution of the Mandarin modi$cation marker can be generalised 
as follows. Simplex modi$ers (i.e. SAs) only require de when they modify 
complex heads (e.g. [Dem CL N]). When they modify simplex phrases (i.e. 
bare nouns) de is not obligatory. On the other hand, complex modi$ers only 
require de when they are linked to simplex heads. Complex modi$ers can be 
linked to complex heads without interference of the modi$cation marker.2 
Within the scope introduced above, I aim to make a similar generalisation 
for Southern Min.

SOUTHERN MIN

%e Min dialect group is prevalent throughout most of Fujian, parts of 
Guangdong, the islands of Hainan and Taiwan, as well as in numerous 
overseas Chinese communities. %e Min dialect group is internally very 
diverse, consequently, the Min counterpart of Mandarin de is pronounced 
di&erently across the di&erent Min dialects. In the Quanzhou dialect of 
Southern Min, for instance, it is pronounced as e22 (Li 2001: 48). In the 
Northeastern Min dialect of Fuzhou, however, the marker’s phonological 
form is ki (neutral tone) (Chen 2001: 58). 
 %e literature on the Min dialects provides little and fragmentary 
information with regard to the present subject. With the help of a native 
speaker of Southern Min from Taiwan I have collected the necessary data. I use 
my own makeshift transcription system to write Southern Min. %is system 
is imperfect as it does not do justice to the actual speech sounds. Fortunately, 
the focus of this article is not on phonology. All examples below have been 
2 Cheng and Sybesma (2009: 13) add to this that the referential properties also play a role in 
determining the presence/absence of de. For instance, a complex modi$er linked to a complex inde$nite 
head [Num CL N] does need de. A complex de$nite head like [Dem CL N] does not. In my thesis I only 
examine complex heads of the type [Dem CL N].
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validated by my informant. My informant hails from Taiwan. Consequently, 
the conclusions I draw speci$cally apply to Taiwanese Southern Min.
 

SIMPLEX ADJECTIVE (SA)
Chao (1968: 676-677) describes the category of SAs as “unchanged” adjectives 
that include not only monosyllabic adjectives such as dà ‘big’, xiǎo ‘small’, 
z#ng ‘dirty’, but also disyllabic ones such as w$idà ‘mighty’ or g#njìng ‘clean’. 
Taiwanese Southern Min expresses noun modi$cation by SAs as follows:

(8) ngong    (e)  yina
  foolish    MM   kid
  ‘foolish kid’  

Like Mandarin, Southern Min SAs can be linked to bare noun heads with or 
without the modi$cation marker. 
 Huang (1996: 766) states that [XAdj CL N] sequences are common 
in various Min dialects. He adds, however, that the adjectives that can be 
used in this way are rare; the most common ones being ‘big’ and ‘small’ (cf. 
Cantonese3). Zhou (1991: 221) and Xu (1990: 382) corroborate the existence 
of this phenomenon for ‘big’ and ‘small’ in Southern Min. Furthermore, Xu 
states that, in these cases, the modi$cation marker e may be inserted between 
the classi$er and the noun. My informant con$rmed this usage by judging 
the following example as fully grammatical:

(9) dua  jia  (e)  hi
  big  CL  MM  $sh
  ‘big $sh’

%is phenomenon seems to be restricted to a limited amount of adjectives 
(including ‘big’ and ‘small’). %e ungrammaticality of the following example 
structure illustrates this:

(10) *ngong     lei  (e)  yina
   foolish    CL  MM  kid
  intended: ‘foolish kid’

3 Matthews and Yip (1994: 95) note a very similar phenomenon for Cantonese.
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I suspect that in [XAdj CL N] cases we might be dealing with the lexicalisation 
of the adjective-classi$er sequence into a $xed combination. Liu (2010: 182), 
having studied adjective-classi$er sequences for Taiwanese Southern Min in 
more detail, states that aside from tua ‘big’ and se ‘small’, only four other 
adjectives can occur in the [A CL] sequence (i.e. tshim ‘deep’, tshen ‘shallow’, 
tng ‘long’, and khua ‘wide’4). He considers these combinations compound 
adjectives. As example (9) illustrates, [A CL] sequences indeed behave like 
SAs in not requiring the modi$cation marker (more examples in Liu (2010: 
184). Considering the argument above, example (9) may be better glossed as 
follows:

(11) dua-jia     (e)      hi
  big           MM     $sh
  ‘big $sh’

When SAs modify a demonstrative phrase we get the following construction 
which requires the modi$cation marker e: 

(12) dua * (e)  hi  jia  hi
   big  MM  that  CL  $sh
  ‘that big $sh’

COMPLEX ADJECTIVE (CA)
CAs are essentially SAs that have been modi$ed in some way. Huang (2006: 
344) mentions the following four ways through which SAs can be turned into 
CAs: (a) reduplication, (b) lively su'xes, (c) intensifying pre$x-like elements, 
or (d) through adverbs of degree and in coordination. %ese changes intensify 
or make the CAs more vivid than SAs. 
 According to Li (2001: 51), in Southern Min, the modi$cation 
marker e must be added after the CA. My informant’s judgment supports Li’s 
claim. A Southern Min CA requires the modi$cation marker when linked to 
a bare noun:
 

4 Liu’s transcription.
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(13) jiu  dua  *(e)  hi
   very  big  MM  $sh
  ‘very big $sh’

(14) jiu  ngong      *(e)      yina
  very  foolish      MM      kid
  ‘very foolish kid’

When the CA precedes a demonstrative phrase the marker e is optional. %is 
is similar to Mandarin.

(15) jiu  dua  (e)  hi  jia  hi
   very  big  MM  that  CL  $sh
  ‘that very big $sh’

Like I have shown in the previous section for SAs, CAs that are centred 
on such adjectives as ‘big’ and ‘small’ appear to be somewhat di&erent. %e 
adjective-classi$er compound adjective in example (16) is OK, while the one 
in (17) is not acceptable:

(16) jiu  dua-jia     (e)    hi
  very  big     MM    $sh
  ‘very big $sh’

(17) *jiu  ngong-lei       (e)  yina
  very  foolish           MM  kid
  intended: ‘very foolish kid’ 

%e question why the adjective-classi$er compound adjective-based CA 
jiu dua-jia ‘very big’ in (16) can be linked to the bare noun without the 
modi$cation marker puzzles me. %is implies that the CA in (16) behaviour 
is not quite the same as the CA in (13). I have no explanation for this5.

5 I have observed the same situation for Cantonese.
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NOMINAL MODIFIER (NM)
NMs are nomina that can be understood as indicating possession of the 
head noun. %ere are also cases in which “possession” is a somewhat awkward 
term. In those cases the term “association” can be used. %e category of NMs 
includes pronouns and proper nouns. 

(18) li  (e)  sa
  2s  MM  clothes
  ‘your clothes’

(19) *li  nia  sa
        2s  CL  clothes
  intended: ‘your clothes’ 

%e optionality of the marker e in (18) is similar to Mandarin; its omission 
can express a more intimate relationship. %is is especially common with 
pronominal modi$ers that denote kinship relations. In accordance, Chen 
(2001: 58) points out that in the Fuzhou dialect the modi$cation marker ki is 
often omitted when the modi$er is a personal pronoun. Example (19) shows 
that the classi$er cannot be applied under these circumstances. Sio (2006: 70) 
also notes that [X CL N] constructions are illicit in Southern Min6. 
 When preceding a demonstrative the marker is optional:

(20) Tiongsam  (e)  hi  nia  sa
  Tiongsam  MM  that  CL  clothes
  ‘that piece of clothing of Tiongsam’s’

RELATIVE CLAUSE (RC)
RCs are nominalised clauses that modify head nouns. Xu (1990: 371) argues 
that when a verb functions as a modi$er (i.e. a RC) it must be followed by 
the modi$cation marker e. %is claim is supported by my informant (but only 
when the head is a bare noun):

6 Sio (2006) argues that the [X CL N] construction is barred in those languages in which [CL 
N] sequences cannot lead to a de$nite reading.
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(21) m-bat      bei-gue  tse  *(e)  lang
  never      buy-EXP  book  MM person
  ‘people who have never bought a book’

When the RC precedes a demonstrative the marker can either be omitted or 
retained.

(22) m-bat   bei-gue      tse       (e)       hi       lei      lang
  never   buy-EXP   book    MM    that    CL    person
  ‘that person who has never bought a book’

GAPLESS RELATIVE CLAUSE (GRC)
GRCs are RCs which have no gaps in their argument structure. Consider the 
following:

(23) yi  chong       gwa        *(e)          shia
  3s  sing       song      MM        voice
  ‘the voice with which he sings’

%e argument structure of the verb chong ‘to sing’ has no gaps within the RC. 
Its arguments are yi ‘he’ and gwa ‘song’ (cf. the gapped argument structure in 
(21)). 
 In Southern Min, GRCs are linked to the head in the same way as 
the regular RC.

(24) yi  chong        gwa        (e)      hi       lei     shia
  3s  sing        song       MM   that    CL   voice
  ‘that voice with which he sings’

PREPOSITIONAL PHRASE (PP)
PPs can function as prenominal modi$ers as well. In the example below the 
PP dui gia ‘regarding one’s son’ modi$es the head noun taidou ‘attitude’.
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(25) dui          gia        *(e)  taidou
  regarding      soon     MM  attitude
  ‘the attitude towards one’s son’

(26) dui          gia        (e)        hi        zhong     taidou
  regarding     son        MM    that     kind        attitude
  ‘that kind of attitude towards one’s son’

NON-PREDICATIVE MODIFIER (NPM)
NPMs are modi$ers that cannot directly function as predicates. In the 
following example yijin ‘former’ modi$es zongtong ‘president’.

(27) yijin     *(e)     zongtong
  former    MM     president
  ‘the former president’

(28) yijin     (e)     hi    lei   zongtong
  former     MM    that    CL   president
  ‘that former president’

CONCLUSION

In this article I have examined the structure of noun modi$cation of Southern 
Min as spoken on Taiwan. Based on the data presented above I can state 
that the structure of noun modi$cation exhibits a pattern nearly identical to 
Mandarin in terms of the optionality/requirement of the modi$cation marker. 
A simpli$ed way of summarising the data is to say that the modi$cation 
marker is required when complex modi$ers modify bare nouns and when 
simplex modi$ers modify complex noun phrases. At $rst glance, an apparent 
discrepancy with Mandarin seems to lie in the ability of adjectives centred 
around ‘big’ and ‘small’ to form modi$er-modi$ee constructions with the 
classi$er as go-between. However, I believe, in accordance with Liu (2010) 
that these adjective-classi$er sequences are compound adjectives. In sum, 
Southern Min generally seems to adhere to the Mandarin pattern. As such, it 
does not display diverging tendencies like Cantonese.
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Schematic summary

[X N] X = SA,   [X Dem CL N]  X = any category  
  certain NMs7    but SA
[X MM N] X = any  [X MM Dem CL N] X = any
[X CL N] n/a 

7 Notably those denoting kinship bonds.

ABBREVIATIONS AND CONVENTIONS

1s  $rst-person singular personal pronoun 
CL   classi$er
Dem  demonstrative
EXP  experiential aspect
MM   modi$cation marker
N  noun
Num  numeral
X  any one of the seven modi$er types

Examples are given in the original language, using glosses (word-for-word 
translations), and an English translation. %e * symbol at the beginning of 
an example indicates that it is ungrammatical. When a word is in brackets 
it means that it can either be omitted or retained without resulting in 
ungrammaticality. %e following notation emphasizes that the element 
cannot be dropped: *(element).
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